
CASE STUDY

OPPORTUNITY

Deliver a memorable experience for guests 

in the newly built visitor foyer at the Jyske 

Bank Boxen Arena in preparation for the 

2018 International Ice Hockey Foundation 

(IIHF) World Championships.

SOLUTION

MCH Messecenter Herning opened the  

new visitor foyer, featuring a dynamic façade 

designed to direct visitors to the arena, 

exhibition halls and other areas of the 

complex with a complete audio and lighting 

solution made up of Martin, JBL, BSS  

and Crown.

JYSKE BANK BOXEN ARENA, DENMARK

The Jyske Bank Boxen is a 15,000-seat indoor arena that hosts sporting events such as 

ice hockey and basketball, as well as concert events with international artists. Jyske 

Bank Boxen is part of the MCH Messecenter Herning exhibition center in Herning, 

Denmark. In preparation for the 2018 International Ice Hockey Foundation (IIHF) World 

Championships, the MCH Messecenter Herning opened a new visitor foyer, featuring a 

dynamic façade designed to direct visitors to the arena, exhibition halls and other areas 

of the complex. In order to deliver a memorable experience for guests at the area, MCH 

installed a complete audio and lighting solution from HARMAN Professional Solutions, 

made up of Martin, JBL, BSS and Crown.

A main highlight of the new visitor foyer is the unique façade on the outside of the 

building. The façade features triangles of multilayer, semitransparent material lit up 

by Martin Exterior Linear QUAD lighting fixtures. "We started with a shoot-out with 

a number of linear lights from various brands," explains Martin Gehling, Head of 

Operations, Messecenter Herning. "We ended up selecting the Martin Exterior Linear 

QUAD Graze due to its uniform color mixing, high output and the beautiful saturated 

colors. On top of this, the support from the Martin team has been outstanding." 

The Martin fixtures provide a smooth and consistent color for each triangle, leveraging 

the superior premixed color of the Martin Exterior QUAD fixtures. Each fixture is 

controllable, designed to allow the look of the façade to be adjusted to match the event 

going on in the arena. "We are very pleased with the overall result and how the Martin 

lighting transforms the building into an exciting environment, perfect to build up the right 

atmosphere for our customers coming to a new arena concert or large sports event," 

explains Gehling. "Already, when people arrive from the highway, our façade is highly 

visible and people start looking forward to a great night."

“ 
We are very pleased with the 

overall result and how the 

Martin lighting transforms 

the building into an exciting 

environment.”

STADIUMS & ARENAS



Inside the new foyer, a complete HARMAN audio solution provides flexible control of the 

high-quality, high SPL sound system. The solution features JBL Control Series ceiling 

speakers along with CBT and Intellivox column speakers, providing consistent coverage 

throughout the facility. The installation in the new foyer connects to JBL speakers located 

throughout the existing facility. The entire system is connected by a BSS Soundweb 

audio network for audio processing capabilities, and is powered by Crown CDi Series 

amplifiers. 

Karsten Orkild, Project Manager at system integrator Lydrommet explains, "The end 

customer wanted a system that was able to deliver high quality, entertainment-ready 

sound at a high sound pressure. Thanks to BSS Soundweb, which connects the entire 

facility, local technicians can configure the system to fit any type of event. We are happy 

to have worked with HARMAN to deliver a system design and software programming that 

provides a flexible, reliable and future proof audio system."

“
We started with a  

shoot-out with a number 

of linear lights from 

various brands. We 

ended up selecting the 

Martin Exterior Linear 

QUAD Graze due to its 

uniform color mixing, high 

output and the beautiful 

saturated colors. On top 

of this, the support from 

the Martin team has been 

outstanding.”

PRODUCTS USED

MARTIN EXTERIOR LINEAR QUAD GRAZE LED COLOR CHANGING FIXTURES

JBL CONTROL SERIES CEILING SPEAKERS

JBL CBT SERIES COLUMN SPEAKERS

JBL INTELLIVOX BEAM SHAPING, SELF POWERED COLUMN SPEAKERS

BSS SOUNDWEB LONDON NETWORKED AUDIO

CROWN CDI SERIES AMPLIFIERS
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ABOUT HARMAN

HARMAN (harman.com) designs and engineers connected products and solutions for 

automakers, consumers, and enterprises worldwide, including connected car systems, 

audio and visual products, enterprise automation solutions; and services supporting the 

Internet of Things. With leading brands including AKG®, Harman Kardon®, Infinity®, JBL®, 

Lexicon®, Mark Levinson® and Revel®, HARMAN is admired by audiophiles, musicians and 

the entertainment venues where they perform around the world. More than 50 million 

automobiles on the road today are equipped with HARMAN audio and connected car 

systems. Our software services power billions of mobile devices and systems that are 

connected, integrated and secure across all platforms, from work and home to car and 

mobile. HARMAN has a workforce of approximately 30,000 people across the Americas, 

Europe, and Asia. In March 2017, HARMAN became a wholly-owned subsidiary of 

Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.

“ 
We are happy to have worked 

with HARMAN to deliver a 

system design and software 

programming that provides 

a flexible, reliable and future 

proof audio system.”


